ABSTRACT. Wc study cyclic coverings of 53 branched o'ver a knot, and stuéy conditions under which the covering is a hornology sphere. Wc show that the sequence of orders of the first homology groups for a given knot is cither periodic or tends to in!'inity with the order of the covering, a result recently obtained índependently by Riley. From our computations it follows that, if surgcry on a knot k with lcss than JO crossings produces a manifold with cyclic fundamental group, then ti Ls a torus knot.
O. INTRODUCTION
A knot ti in a homology sphere Al naturally gi'vcs risc to an infinite sequence of closeé 3-manifolés,~(ti), the n-folé co'vers of Al brancheé oyer ti. The n-folé cyclic co'vcr of Al-N(ti) corresponés lo ihe kernel of the homomorphism ir 1 (M-k)---Z,, induced 'via the abelianisation map. Thc brancheé cover B~(ti) is obíained by aééing a solié torus whose core ti covers ti, and whose meriélan is a Ioop on the bounéary which is an n-folé cox'er of the meridian of k (see for instance [BZ] , chapter 8).
Wc denote the order of thc first homology group (ah cocfficients are in Z) by b,= ¡I-I~(fi0('k))¡. Fox showeé (see [Web] ) that this is the resulíant of the (first) Alexanéer polynomial ¿XL (t) and the polynomial t cither perioéic, or tencAs to infinity with n. Wc answer in the affirmati've. Let ji (p) cAenote the measure of thc polynomial p (t) i.c. ji (p) = ¡ao¡ fl~max (l. ¡a,¡) , dic proéuct taken over ah the roots v 1 of dic polynomial p accoréing to multiplicity, where a0 is thc leaéing cocfficient of p. Note that ji (p)= 1 if ancA only ifp is monje and alí of its roots have unit moéulus, and so by Kronecker's theorcm (see cg. [P, p. 118]) , are alí roots of unity. Ifais an algebraie integer with ¡a¡ = ¡ and ¡a"I !=1 then (see [Ge] This result appears to be known in the context o!' éynamical systems; bĩ s the number of points in the g-torus S1x 51 x ..~x Sí of pcrioé n unécr an autohomeomorphism with characteristie polynomial A (see [L] ). Hcrc A is mo nic.
In §2 we use recent work of Mignotte and Waldschmiét to obtain an explicit bouné N (in terms of ji (A) ancA the coefficients of A) such that fo,' n>Nwehave b,,# 1. This bonné is of the order of 1016 for knots with up to lO crossings. In §3 we show how to use continucé !'ractiqns to reéuce the number of 'values of n for which b, may be 1 from N to approximately /og 10N.
Note that some of these results have been obtaineé inécpenéently by R. Rilcy using similar methoés [R3] . Part of this work was éone at C.í. M.A.T (Guanajuato, México) . The authors would likc to thank Arturo Ramirez for 'very useful con'versations ancA Wolfgang Lassner for help with high precision computation of roots of sorne knot polynomials. Also many thanks are cAue to Clifton Webb of I.B.M. ancA Greg Baran of M.S.R.I. for thcir help in calculations using l.H.M.'s Scratchpaé II package.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND DEFTNITIONS
Let ti be a knot in~3; we use (m, 1) to denote a mcriéian longitude pair oñ N(k) in 5', ancA (k;p/q) to denote dic manifolé obtainecA byp/q surgery on ti (adding a solié torus to 53~N(k) By the cyclic surgery theorem ([CGSL] corollary 1), at most 2 non-trivial surgeries on a non-torus knot in 53 may give manifolés with cyclic fundamental group, ancA these must be aéjacent integer surgeries, n ancA n + 1 say. By the aboye proposition, if there are two such surgeries, then b,, = b,,±> = 1, ancA zXk(~l)=b2= 1, by the division of resultants. 'Ihis in fact occurs with the Fintushel-Stern example, where ti is the (-2, 3, 7) pretzel knot, and (ti; 18) ancA (ti; ¡9) are lens spaces [FS] ;
(in fact, fornK200, we have that b,,= 1 exactly when n=2, 3,5,6,9, 10, 15, 17, 18, 19, 25, 34, 37, 43, 59, 74- For example, for a 2-briége knot, IA(-l)¡ !=1, so that at most one nontrivial surgery on a non-torus 2-bridge knot yields a manifoid with cyclic funéamental group. Takahashi has shown [T] that ifa non-trivial surgery on a 2-bridge knot yields a manifoid with finite fundamental group, then the knot is a torus knot.
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F. Gonzátez A caña-II. Shur¡ This is a homology spherc if and only if the integers ,n, r, s are pairwise coprime (see for example [GW, §5]), which means in this case that (,n. rs) = ¡ (r and s are already assumed to be coprime, in order that the cable be a knot).
Also b,,(k)=b~(C'~j. flfL~AK(tr~); the first factor is 1 if ancA only if (p, rs)= 1. It follows then that tris aprimitivep-th root of unity ift is, so that the seconé term is b~ (K) . ¡
The following proposition is useful whcn dealing with non-monic Alexanéer polynomials. 
t'(t). Timenfur al? add values ofp greater timan max {g, deg(f)-g}. ¡ve imave timat
Res (Ii. tP-l) (-l)P±l((3P+p.a$I>' ag(mod a2) .
It'in addition im(-l)>0, timen time resu/t imaldsfar al? p>max{g, deg(f)-g}.
Proof: Lct~be a primitive p-th root of unity. First note that when p is oéd, [A] 1= as the roots occur in conjugate pairs. This is a positi've number, so that
Res (im, tP~I)=Hh(t')

1=1
(no absolute value needs to be mentioned). When p is even, this product must be multiplied by im(-l), so remains positive if this number too is positive.
where A is an algebraic integer (being an algebraic funetion of dic~', which are ah algebraie integcrs). But this is equal to
When j-gKp, we have that t~6-~~is a d-th root of unity, for sorne d dividing
p. It follows that Zt'_ t'o-~'>=0 except when j=g, whence
Res (h, ti>-I)=/3P±agpaI3P'í+aíA.
But if two integers are eonguent mod a2 in the ring of algebraic integers, then they are congrucnt in the ring of integers, ancA the result follows. U
Mi application of propos¡tion 5
If A (t) is an Alexander polynomial of degree 2 (normalizeé to have positive leaéing coefficicnt), then there is a positive integer a ancA a choice of ez+l such that
lf E is negative then the roots are real, ancA the sequence {b,,} is monotoníc increasing.
Wc can apply the proposition to the remaining case, where e=+1, g= 1, ané a~=0. Notice that now we have A(-'-l)=4a-e>0 ané so the proposition applies to cases oéd p> 1.
But 2pa~0(moé a2) if ancA only ifa¡2p. Forexample, ifa is odé and b 0> 1, thenb,,>1 fo,' alhn>l.
Hartley has in fact shown that b1, = 1 for a degree 2 knot polynomial for sorne p, only if the polynominal is t> -+ ¡, using Plans' theorem (see [II, Prop. 1 .7] ).
E. González Acuño-II. Shor¡
For example, thc knot 949 has an Alexanéer polynomial which can be expressed as follows:
so b~7r mod 9. Rut 7 has order 3 in Z 9, so that moé 9 iffp~0 mod 3.
Also b3= 100 so that b>1=l for alí p. Ihus no cyclic cover of 5' branehed along~is a homology sphere.
The following proposition is useful when A(t) has no roots on theunit circie. For example, it can be used to show that il ti is a 3-bridge knot with less than ¡O crossings, ancA Ak(t) has no roots on the unit circie, then b,,.(ti)> ¡ for alí n>1. ancA it follows that (a"-l)O'r'"-' 1)¡ >1.
NUMERICAL ESTIMATES
Leff(t)=aj+aj.> t+...+a0t~be a polynomial with integer coefficients such that ao+aa,f(l) ancA f(-l) are not zero. Supposc that (cnunteé according tu multiplicity) there are d" roots of modulus 1, and ci' roots of modulus different from 1. Denote the roots of modulus 1 ané argument between O and ir by a,~n¡2 ancA the roots of modulus different from 1 by
we calI L,, (resp. 5,,) the large (resp. smail) part of ¡Res(f(t),t"-1)¡. Clearly
S<2d'
It is easy to finé a Iower bound for log L,, (Lemma 7). We shall use results from transcendental number theory to obtain a lower bound for 5,,. Wc estimate the numbers involved for 9,~, to give an iéca. of dic orders of eKESmínt«D~>,e(D+Á),eY }.
2,r e (D + A )
The term e 5 can be omitteé ifn>-D>/2 ancA thc term can be 25 argA omíttcd if arg A=(l+n'->-D-'>)"<. Using Lemmas 8 and 9 wc have
Since, by Lemma 7, L >(l-R~)~M~the second incquality foLlows.I
Cnrollary II.
Suppoxe xix a puxitive number xatixfting eM~2v>im+logc. 
Res (f(t). t"-l)¡ > (1-R')~( -'--y' Aln-Ú(h~Ioi~n)2
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Now n=ce 2' where í=x=ln 2. Thcn e'~2¡>&~2s=im±logc ancA so e' =h + log c + 2í which implies that ce2' =c (im + log e + 2t)2, that is n=c(h+log nf. Hence
>1Ũ
Example For thc knot 945 we have that ¿X('t)= I-7,+ IIzí~7t>+¡4. 
7-xAY
USJNG CONTINUED FRACTIONS
Whcn a is a complex number of unit moéulus, the denominatars of die arga 
Timen ¡Res (f(tj t"-I)¡ >4d'(l~Rn 1)"" for u=n<v.
Proof: This follows from Lemmas ¡2 ancA 13, taking R= MJ-.U
Assuming that the Alexander polynomial of the knot k is not a product of cyclotomic polynomials, Corollary II proyides a number y such that 
Appl¡cations
Wc consider the 34 3-bridge knots with Iess Iban 10 crossings. Por 10 of these knots, A (t) has a quadratie, non-cyelotomie, reiprocal factor and so, by [Ii, Prop. 1.7] , b,,> 1 if n> 1. For 9 of the remaining 24 knots, A(t) has a reciprocal factor with no roots of unit modulus, ancA it is not difficulí to show, using Prop. 6 that b,,> ¡ if n> 1. Por three of the knots (8~,>, 8[9, ancA 82,>) A(t) is a product of cyelotomic polynomials ancA b,,= 1 if ancA only if n~± 1 mod 6. Handling tite remaining 12 knots (the knots in Table 1 ) requires Corollary 11, Theorem 14, ancA high precision computation.
For purposes of calculation it is casier to approximate the roots of the Conway-Iike palynomiat P(x) where 94 + rfl A (Q; a real root of 9 between -2 ancA 2 corresponés to a modulus one root of A. This means that a real Newton's algorithm can be used for P. Denoting by a a modulus one root of the Alexander polynomial of one of the ¡2 knots of Table 1 , ancA assuming that a is not a root of unity and 0< arg a <ir, a continued fraction expansion far arga 1 was obtained by finding values q such that 1 -~~¡ K 2w min¡l-a"'¡. These calculations were checked by calculating the arcosine of m<q half of the root of P (using Borchardt's algorithm to obtain the required number of digits), cAividing by 2w, ancA thcn calculating the continued fraction of this by the standard procedure: c1= integer part of n,, n1~, = -_____ Calculations were done using a Mumath symbolic package, mainly for its ability to handle arbitrary precision arithmetic.
This work was subsequently cbeeked aL M.S.R.I. using dic I.B.M. Seratchpad program on an I.B.M. RT, where alí titese calculations were much easier to implement.
Por the ¡2 knots referred. to aboye, Table 1 shows the polynomial A (t)/(cyclotomic factors) of the knot, the measure M of Fft), the greatest modulus Rol the roots of F(t) inside tite unit cirele (R=0 if no such roots exist), tite number d'(resp. ci") of roots of F4) off (resp on) the unit cirele, the continued fraction expansion of arg a, where a~are the modulus one roots of Fft) with argument between O and ir, a few denominators of convergents of arga1 ancA values of u ancA y such that the hypathesis of Theorem 14 is satisfied.. -[0,3, 1, ¡«7, 1, 1,4,4, 1,7, 1, 1,82, 1«7, 5, 5, 1, 3, 14, 7, 2, 3, 1, 1, 3 1, 129,2,3,3,231, 1, .4 q¡=4,q 2=9,q>=I3,q4=230,q5=243,...,q>~~~2.lx lO"' u= 13, v=2 .6x 10>6 44=2, PrO, d'=0, 3, 1, 2, 26, 3. 6, 1, lO, 5, 2, 1, 6, 12, 8, 3, 1, 2, 1, [2] [3] [4] [5] 1, 2, 401, 17, lO, 18, 3, .4 qi=3, cp=4, q>=ll, q4=290, 13, 3, 2, 1, 1, 3, 1, 1, 11, 6, 1, 7, 1, 54, 3, 1, 1, 2, 3, [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 1, 3, 1, 26, 3, 30, 1, 1, 1, 5, 1, 8, 1, ...] qí=13,q>=40,q>=93,q4=133,qs=2 Al=4.53532..., R=0.469565..., d'=4, d"=2 arga , 4, 4, 1, Y, 1, 2, 1, 1.25, 1, 1, 1, 4, 1, 2, 1, 1, 3, 4, 1, 1, 1, 3, 4, 4, 1, 3, 1, 1, 2, 3, 2, 2, 15, 1, 2, 32, 2, 1, 30, 1, . 16, 3, 1, 1, 8, 5, 7,1, 1, 8, 1, 3, 6, 3, 9, 1, 7, 2, lO, 1,4,4,2,1,1,40,2,3,2,...] q, =8, q 2= 129, q3=395, q4=524, q5=91 1, 3, 1, 6, 4, 183, 9, 1, 1. 8. 1, 5, 1, 2, 9, 1, 6. 1, 5, 1. 12, 8, II, 1, 1, 3, 2, 5, 3, ...] q, =3,q 2=4,q3=15,q4=19,q5=129 arga1 1, 5, 52, 3, 4, 1, 2, 1, II, 1, .4 q,=I [,q 2=3 4,q.~=45,q 4=[24,q5=789,..., q29~2.4x[O> 7 ¿¿=11, v=2.6x 10>6
Using Corollary II, Theorem 14 and the remarks aboye, it was found that the only values of (It, n) such that b~(k)= 1, n> 1 and It is one of the knots appearing in Table 1 are (8~, 7), (96, II) and (942, 7).
Using this, we show now that p/q-surgery (q#O) on a nontrivial nontorus knot with less than lO crossings produces a manifoid whh noncyclic fundamental group. Since such knots are known to have property P by [CGLS, Corollary 7] and [AM], we may assume that pI>?. By the cyclic surgery theorem ([CGLS, Corollary 1]) q= 1. Also nontrivial surgery on nontorus 2-bridge knots produces manifolds with infinite fundamental group by [T] . Ihus, by proposition 2(l), the only pairs (k,p) that need to be considered, where It is the knot and p is the surgery, are (8~, ±7),~±II), (942,±7),~p) and (820, p) with p~± 1 mod 6 (notice that 819 is a torus knot).
By [R2, p. 282] if It is~or~2O there is an epimorphism from the group of It onto PSL (2, Z) sending the longitude to the trivial element and ihe meridian to (¿ 1) and therefore ir¡ (k;p), with p~± ¡ mod 6, projecns onto PSL (2, 4,~), p' a prime divisor ofp.
Recalí that if M
3 is a homology 3-sphere and M bounds a smooth orlented 4-manifoid Y such that Fi~(Y) has no 2-torsion and the quadratic form of Y is even then g (M) -mod 2. This is weIl defined by Rohlin's theorem 8 ( [Ro] ). Ifkisa knot in S3 theng(B 14k))can be computed using[C, Theorem 5] or [K, Theorem 12.6] .
Also if It is a knot in a homology 3-sphere =2then Ihe Arf invariant x (It) of It is b 2-l mod 2 where b is the order of the first homology group of the 8 2-foid cyclic cover of =2branched over k( [Le] , [M] ). M(resp. 8,4k )) s obtained from h '1,Ñ-iuu¡N<~) by adding a sohd torus T (resp. !V(A-)) in such a way that 04k' (resp. tfl bounds a 2-disk in [he solid torus. ¡-<ence, by [Gor2. Theorem 2} p(B, ,  (P) = x (7'). where 7' is the core of 71 ¡A -l Hul x (7') (resp. > (k)) is mod 2 (resp. An epirnorphism from w¡ (k;-i 1) onto SL (2.23) (essentially dueto Riley [Rl, p. 609]) can be defined by sending x¡ and 2<3 to ({~9 and 2<2 [o (2~) amI ihere is an epimorphism frorn ir 1 (4-: II) onto the alternating group As ending x~to (23576), 2<2 to (36574) aná 2<3 to (¡2654). The lasí epimorphism was found using the program CAYLEY (Wc hank Gerardo Raggi br help with CAYLEY). Hence ir1 (9v: ±II) is no[ cyclic.
Proposition. If± p/I-surgeryQn anonwrusknoí
Therefore, if ir1 (k;p/q) is evelie, q#0 and 4-is a nontrivial knot with Iess [han ¡0 crossings [hen 4-is a torus knot.
